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This book tells the history of Christian missionary encounters with non-Christians, as British
and American missionaries spread out from Delhi into the heartland of Punjaba part of the
world where there were no Christians at all until the advent of British imperial rule in the early
19th century."
World literature advocates have promised to move humanistic study beyond postcolonial
theory and antiquated paradigms of national literary traditions. Aamir Mufti scrutinizes these
claims and critiques the continuing dominance of English as both a literary language and the
undisputed cultural system of global capitalism.
Everyone has always loved to rank sportsmen and which cricket fan hasn’t enjoyed picking
their own teams and playing imaginary matches, using dice, cards, table-top games or
computers? “You can’t compare eras” is an oft-quoted phrase but it certainly hasn’t stopped
countless generations of fans sitting around the school playground, dinner table, pub garden or
international match debating who were the greatest players of all time. In this book players are
ranked, split according to their roles. Openers, middle-order batsmen, all-rounders, wicketkeepers, fast bowlers and slow bowlers are all selected in the same proportions in which they
make up a team. In a game awash with numbers, every cricket fan knows what 99.94 and 501
relate to. Some of the numbers explored here transcend the game itself and have become part
of cricket’s long historical narrative. I guarantee your list would be different, so let the debates
begin!
First published in 1992. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
In May 1998, John Joseph, the first native Pakistani Catholic bishop, shot himself in front of the
courthouse where a Christian had been sentenced to death for blasphemy. This book tells the
story of the Christians in Pakistan, with Bishop Joseph as its centrepiece. It is an account of
outcastes who sought hope through Christianity, but who now find themselves victims of a
struggle to define Islam in Pakistan. The majority of Pakistani Christians are descendants of
untouchables converted to Christianity in the late 19th century. In Pakistan a minority religion is
linked with low status, perpetuating the Indian Hindu caste system even though the Muslim
majority has disassociated itself from all things Hindu and Indian. The book also deals with
enculturation in the Pakistani church, the rise of native clergy, conflicts between the local
church and Rome, the rise of 'fundamentalist' Islam and the position of women in society and
church.
This guide has been designed with the reader inmind. In the editorial section are articles
written by experts in their field covering a wide variety of issues parents are likely to come
across when choosing a school for their child. The dirctories contain basic information about all
the schools in each country complete with contact details. Some schools provide more
information on what they offer and include photographs. In the appendix is up-to-date
information about international curricula and the examinations, tests and qualifications
available, cobntact details for Ministries of Education worldwide and a useful list of educational
acronyms and abbreviations.
No empire in history built so variously as the British empire in India. The buildings there attest
to the richness of an imperial presence that lasted--from the first trading settlement to the end
of the Raj--some three hundred years. The attitude of the British to India was compounded
partlyof arrogance, but partly also of homesickness, and it shows in their constructions.
Georgian terraces were adapted to tropical conditions, Victorian railway stations were
elaborately orientalized, seaside villas were adjusted to suit Himalayan conditions, and
everywhere the fundamental ambivalenceof the British empire, a baffling mixture of good and
evil, was mirrored in the imperial architecture.
Rules and list of members included in each volume.
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What can you remember of your childhood? Contributors to this book, who come from a
number of different countries, go back as far as memory will take them.
This uniquely comprehensive reference work provides a globalaccount of the history,
expansion, diversity, and contemporaryissues facing the Anglican Communion, the worldwide
body thatincludes all followers of the Anglican faith. An insightful and wide-ranging treatment of
this dynamic globalfaith, offering unrivalled coverage of its historical development,and the
religious and ethical questions affecting the churchtoday Explores every aspect of this vibrant
religious community– from analyzing its instruments of Unity, to its centralrole in interfaith
communication Spans the Anglican Communion’s long history through to21st century debates
within the church on such issues assexual-orientation of clergy, and the pastoral role ofwomen
Features a substantial articles on the Church’s 44provinces, including a brief history of each
Brings together a distinguished and international team ofcontributors, including some of the
world’s leading Anglicancommentators
All the highlights of 150 editions of Wisden Cricketers' Almanack
A Brief History of the Cathedral School at LahoreRecalling ChildhoodRowman & Littlefield
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